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Abstract 

Understanding the energetics of peripheral protein/membrane interactions is important to 

many areas of biophysical chemistry and cell biology. Estimating free energy landscapes by 

molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is challenging for such systems, especially when 

membrane recognition involves complex lipids, e.g. phosphatidylinositol phosphates (PIPs). 

We combined coarse-grained MD simulations with umbrella sampling to quantify the binding 

of the well-explored GRP1 pleckstrin homology (PH) domain to model membranes 

containing PIP molecules. The experimentally observed preference of GRP1-PH for PIP3 

over PIP2 was reproduced. Mutation of a key residue (K273A) within the canonical PIP-

binding site significantly reduced the free energy of PIP binding. The presence of a non-

canonical PIP-interaction site, observed experimentally in other PH domains but not 

previously in GRP1-PH, was also revealed. These studies demonstrate how combining 

coarse-grained simulations and umbrella sampling can unmask the molecular basis of the 

energetics of interactions between peripheral membrane proteins and complex cellular 

membranes. 
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The binding of lipid-recognizing peripheral proteins to cell membranes is essential for many 

cellular processes. Targeting of proteins to specific lipid molecules and/or to bilayers of 

particular lipid compositions, mediated by lipid-binding domains, allows their recruitment to 

be regulated in both a temporal and spatial fashion.
1
 Perhaps the most intensively studied 

class of lipid-binding domains is the Pleckstrin Homology (PH) domain, which has been 

shown in many cases to recognise and bind to phosphatidylinositol phosphate (PIP) lipids.
2,3

 

PIPs are a family of lipids characterized by different phosphorylation patterns of a common 

inositol head-group; interconversion between different PIP species allows them to act as 

second messengers in a variety of signalling and regulatory pathways.
3,4

 Variations in the 

sequence of individual PH domains allows them to recognise PIP species with differing 

selectivities and affinities.
2
 The PH domain of GRP1, a protein involved in cytoskeletal 

dynamics
5
, is of note due its ability to bind phosphatidyl inositol (3,4,5)-trisphosphate 

(PI(3,4,5)P3 or more briefly PIP3) with high affinity and selectivity over other PIPs (including 

the more common phosphatidyl inositol (4,5)-trisphosphate,  PI(4,5)P2 or more simply PIP2).
6
 

While a number of experimental tools exist for the investigation of the membrane binding of 

peripheral proteins
7
, the exact molecular and energetic details of protein-membrane 

interactions, essential for understanding the function and regulation of these proteins, are 

difficult to elucidate using these methods. 

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations have been established as a valuable tool for the study 

of protein-membrane interactions
8
, on time and length scales not readily accessible to 

experimental methods. In conjunction with free energy calculation methodologies, MD 

approaches can be used to quantify strengths of interaction of lipids with proteins. Given the 

temperature !, the binding free energy ∆# is related to the dissociation constant $% by:  

 
∆#&'() = +!,-

$%

.⊖
 (1) 

where + is the ideal gas constant and .⊖ is the standard reference concentration 1M. Several 

approaches exist for the calculation of free energies. Construction of a potential of mean 

force (PMF) profile along a physical reaction coordinate using, for example, umbrella 

sampling
9
 may additionally provide insights into the interaction process. While the umbrella 

sampling approach is well established for protein interactions with relatively simple ligands
10

, 

the long simulation times required for convergence and sampling necessary for accurate PMF 

calculation have limited its application to larger systems such as those involving membranes. 

The use of coarse-grained (CG) models can allow an improvement in simulation timescales 
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of 2-3 orders of magnitude
11

, and have recently been combined with an umbrella sampling 

approach to quantify the free energy of dimerization of transmembrane helices (e.g. 12, 13) 

and the free energy of interaction of cardiolipin with cytochrome c oxidase
14

. Here, we 

extend the application of CG simulations in an umbrella sampling approach to peripheral-

protein/membrane systems, quantifying the interaction of the GRP1 PH domain with model 

membranes containing PIP lipids. The GRP1 PH domain has been the focus of a number of 

computational studies, using a range of simulation methodologies
15–17

 and so provides a 

biologically important and well characterised test case for exploring the energetics of 

membrane binding. 

In order to calculate the free energy of binding of the GRP1 PH domain to PI(3,4,5)P3 and 

PI(4,5)P2 molecules, a GRP1-PH/bilayer complex was modelled using the crystal structure of 

the GRP1 PH domain bound to an Ins(1,3,4,5)P4 molecule (PDB: 1FGY). To this end we 

have aligned the bound Ins(1,3,4,5)P4 ligand with the head-group of a PIP3 molecule 

embedded in a preformed POPC:POPS (80:20) bilayer. The resultant complex was in 

agreement with experimental and computationally derived binding models.
15,17,18

 In 

particular, the tilt angle of GRP1-PH relative to the bilayer (given by the angle of the vector 

between residues C292 and F296 to the membrane surface; 47°), and penetration of GRP1-

PH the membrane (given by depth of residue V278 compared to the average lipid phosphate 

plane; 0.18 nm), are within the range of models based on EPR site-directed spin labelling 

results
18

 (46 ± 7° and 0.24 ± 0.2 nm, respectively). To further confirm the initial orientation 

of GRP1-PH, we have also run coarse-grained simulations in which an initially displaced 

GRP1-PH molecule was allowed to freely diffuse and associate with a PIP3-containing 

membrane. A similar final binding orientation of GRP1-PH was reached in each of five 

repeat simulations (Supplementary Figure 1). 

The atomistic GRP1-PH structure was converted to a coarse-grained representation using the 

MARTINI force field (version 2.1)
11

 to produce an initial PIP3-bound structure for umbrella 

sampling (Figure 1). A GRP1-PH/PIP2 complex was also generated by replacing the bound 

PIP3 molecule with a PIP2 molecule. Using a steered molecular dynamics simulation, the 

GRP1-PH domain was pulled away from the bound PIP2 or PIP3 lipid along the membrane 

normal, as indicated by the arrow in Figure 1 (note that the PIP phosphate bead was 

restrained relative to its initial position during this simulation). Snapshots at various protein-

lipid separations (measured from the PH domain centre-of-mass to the backbone phosphate of 

the PIP molecule) were used as initial configurations to define a reaction pathway for a series 
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of umbrella sampling simulations. Each window was simulated for 1000 ns. The restraint on 

the lipid phosphate-1 bead was maintained in these simulations. Comparison of PMFs 

generated without this restraint suggests that this allows a substantive reduction in the 

simulation time required for convergence without significantly altering the profile obtained 

(Supplementary Figure 3). In order to reduce the simulation time required for adequate 

sampling, restraints orthogonal to the membrane normal were introduced. The restraint 

constant used should allow reduction of the orthogonal space to be sampled at large protein-

ligand separations while not significantly altering the behaviour of GRP1-PH when bound, as 

this may introduce errors. Restraint constants in the range of 50 to 500 kJ mol
-1

 nm
-2

 were 

tested and a value of 100 kJ mol
-1

 nm
-1

 selected as an optimal compromise based on 

histograms of orthogonal GRP1-PH centre-of-mass displacement (Supplementary Figure 4).  

To run the simulations we have used an automated pipeline, generalised for any protein-

membrane system, which also simplified the process of setting up umbrella simulations and 

ensured consistency of the parameters used. Initial values for the total number of umbrella 

sampling windows, window spacing and simulation time of each window were chosen such 

that adequate sampling along the reaction coordinate (protein-lipid separation) and temporal 

and spatial convergence were achieved for the GRP1-PH/PIP3 system (Supplementary 

Figures 2, 5). These values were found to be suitable for all subsequent systems reported in 

this study. 

From the umbrella sampling simulations, 1D PMF profiles of GRP1-PH binding to PIP3 and 

PIP2 were generated (Figure 2). Both profiles have a global minimum at a protein-lipid 

separation of ~1.8 nm, with a well depth of -5.3 kcal mol
-1

 for PIP3 and -3.8 kcal mol
-1

 for 

PIP2, and a shallower well at a larger separation of ~2.2-2.6 nm. Note that the second 

minimum is deeper for PIP3 compared to PIP2. These profiles suggest favourable binding to 

both species with around a ~10-fold preference for PIP3 (calculated using Equation 1). A 

PMF profile generated from an initial structure of GRP1-PH bound to a PI(3,4)P2 molecule is 

the same as for PI(4,5)P2 within the errors indicated by bootstrap analysis (Supplementary 

Figure 6) (note that as a result of the low resolution of the CG model, the CG representations 

of PI(4,5)P2 and PI(3,4)P2 are essentially the same; only the initial alignment differs between 

the two systems). Experimental observations have reported selectivities of PIP3 over 

PI(3,4)P2 and PI(4,5)P2 of ~5-200 and ~50-200 fold, or greater, respectively.
19–25

 

The orientation of the GRP1-PH domain relative to the membrane and the residues that 

contact lipids (using a cut-off distance of 0.5 nm to define a contact) were investigated in 
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each umbrella window for both the GRP1-PH/PIP3 and GRP1-PH/PIP2 systems. In windows 

covering protein-lipid separations ~1.7 to 2.1 nm (corresponding to the first i.e. deeper well 

in Figure 2), GRP1-PH remained stably bound in the initial orientation (Figure 3A). The 

residues with the highest frequency of contacts with the POPC/POPS lipids (residues 277-283 

and 322-323), defining the membrane-binding interface, are consistent with experimental 

results
17,18

. The residues interacting specifically with the bound PIP ligand (residues K273, 

G276, R277, V278, K279, T280, K282, R284, R305, K343, N354 and H355; Supplementary 

Figure 7) are, with the exception of G276 and V278, those observed to contact IP4 in the 

original crystal structure
26

 and are also in agreement with previous experimental and 

computational results
15,17,18,27

. This initial binding site (the C-site in Figure 3B) corresponds 

to the ‘canonical’ PIP-binding site common amongst many PH domains
3
. 

Disruption of the canonical binding site by mutation of four key basic residues in the binding 

pocket, K273, R284, R305 and K343, to alanine (GRP1-4A mutant) resulted in the 

disappearance of the first well from the PIP3-bound PMF profile. The second well was, 

however, retained, though with a reduced depth of -1 kcal mol
-1

 (Supplementary Figure 8). 

With the single mutation K273A, shown experimentally to effectively eliminate binding
22

, 

the first well was retained, however the deeper minimum occurs at the second well, with a 

value of -2.1 kcal mol
-1 

(Figure 2, inset). Using Equation 1, this ~3 kcal mol
-1

 change in 

minima compared to the wildtype corresponds to a ~100 fold reduction in affinity. Retention 

of the second well on mutation of the canonical binding site suggests that it may correspond 

to a secondary (i.e. non-canonical or atypical) binding mode, distinct from the canonical site. 

Orientational analysis of windows covering the range ~2.2 to 2.6 nm (corresponding to the 

second well in Figure 2) in the wild-type GRP1-PH/PIP3 system reveals a second orientation 

becomes more favourable at these greater protein-lipid separations (Figure 3A). A pattern of 

residue contacts distinct from the initial windows, though with some overlap, is observed 

with both POPC/POPS (R322, Y298, K323, K279, and K302) and PIP3 (K282, R283, R284, 

R322, K323, W281 and K279; see Figure 3B; Supplementary Figure 5) molecules. This 

secondary PIP interaction site is located on the opposite side of the β1/β2 loop flanking the 

canonical site (the A-site in Figure 3B), corresponding to though slightly displaced from the 

‘atypical’ (or non-canonical
28

) PIP-binding site identified from the crystal structures of 

several other PH domains
29–31

 (Supplementary Figure 9). 

Though PIP interactions are usually observed at only one of the canonical and the atypical 

sites for a given PH domain, interaction with both has been recently reported for the ASAP1 
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PH domain
29

. As proposed for ASAP1, the secondary site in the GRP1 PH domain may act as 

a general anionic phospholipid interaction site to promote correct binding via cooperativity: a 

second anionic interaction site for GRP1-PH has previously been suggested based on 

experimental evidence
32

. Some interaction at the secondary site was also observed in 

windows covering protein-lipid separations in the range ~2.2 to 2.6 nm in the GRP1-PH/PIP2 

system, though in general these were less stable than for PIP3, with e.g. fewer contacts per 

frame observed (Supplementary Figure 7). This explains the presence of the smaller well in 

the PMF at this protein-lipid separation, and may be due to the lower charge of PIP2. 

Use of a polarizable MARTINI water model
33

 instead of the standard coarse-grained water 

model has been shown to e.g. improve estimation of the free energies of partitioning of 

charged amino acid sidechains into hydrophobic environments (e.g. 34). We therefore 

performed additional umbrella sampling simulations for the GRP1-PH/PIP3 system using 

polarizable MARTINI water. In addition to substantially increasing the time required for 

convergence, the use of the polarizable water model altered the depth of the PMF minimum 

corresponding to the canonical PIP3/PH interaction compared to the non-polarizable model  

(Supplementary Figure 10). The polarizable water model also appeared to increase the 

complexity of the underlying free energy landscape which, given our incomplete 

understanding of the relative influence of water polarizability on protein-water and PIP-water 

interactions, is perhaps not surprising.  

We also calculated the PMF profile for GRP1-PH bound to a PIP3 molecule with a reduced 

net charge of -5, compared to the original -7 net charge (Supplementary Figure 11). The 

depth of the first well was reduced by around 2 kcal mol
-1

 and the second by around 1 kcal 

mol
-1

 for the -5e charged PIP3. PIP2 also has a net charge of -5e: however, the -5 PIP3 profile 

is shallower and in shape more closely resembles that of -7 PIP3, suggesting that the 

interactions of PIP2 and PIP3 can be distinguished in the coarse-grained model used. 

PMF profiles were also generated from initial structures in which the PIP molecule was 

replaced by either the zwitterion lipid POPC or the anionic lipid POPS. In contrast to the 

well-shape of the profiles above, the wild-type GRP1-PH/POPC and GRP1-PH/POPS 

profiles exhibit an energy barrier, with PMF changes upon interaction of +0.7 kcal mol
-1

 and 

0.0 kcal mol
-1

 respectively (Supplementary Figure 12). This suggests that binding of the PH 

domain to POPC/POPS alone is unfavourable, consistent with the lack of experimentally-

observed binding to membranes in the absence of PIP lipids in many cases.
17,23,32
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A number of experimentally determined dissociation constants of GRP1 from PIP-containing 

membranes have been published, ranging between ~5 nM and 1 µM (in the range typical for 

PH domains
2
) depending on the experimental conditions used (e.g. binding affinity increases 

at acidic pH, at higher temperatures, and upon the inclusion of background anionic 

lipids).
17,23–25,27,32

 From Equation 1, using the appropriate temperature reported in each study, 

these dissociation constants correspond to  binding free energies between ~ -8 and -11 kcal 

mol
-1

. The well depth read from the PMF does not directly correspond to the binding free 

energy
35

: only one dimension is considered, the orthogonal restraints used will bias the 

effective concentration of GRP1-PH in the system, and despite the restraint constant being 

selected to minimise the effect on the bound state, some perturbation is still likely to have 

occurred. Additional energy terms are required to account for these. Following the work of 

Doudou et al.
35

, the contribution of the restraints in the bound state for the GRP1-wt/PIP3 

system was found to be relatively small (-0.3 kcal mol
-1

), however the effect on relative 

unbound volume explored is significant, leading to a final standard binding free energy of -

3.2 kcal mol
-1

. This appears to underestimate the experimental values. Many of the 

experimental studies, however, used conditions different from those used in our simulations. 

In particular, many experimental methods commonly employ membrane compositions with 

2-3% PIP lipids, while in the current study there is only one PIP molecule available to 

associate with the PH domain. It is likely, particularly given the presence of the atypical 

binding site, that GRP1-PH is able to simultaneously bind two or more PIP molecules when 

PIP is present in sufficient quantity. The presence of background anionic lipids has been 

show experimentally to increase the binding affinity of GRP1-PH for PIP-containing 

membranes by around 10 fold
17,23,24,27,32

; cooperativity between multiple bound PIPs may be 

expected to have an even greater effect. If a second or third PIP3 molecule bound, for 

example, in the atypical site has a similar contribution to the binding energy to the PIP3 

molecule in the canonical site (as is suggested by preliminary PMF estimations), the well 

depth of the PMF would be expected to up to double or triple while the additional correction 

terms would remain relatively unchanged, yielding a binding free energy in the region of that 

seen experimentally. 

Overall, our simulations with the GRP1-PH system are able to correctly identify the binding 

preference of PIP3 over PIP2 and the absence of favourable binding to membranes lacking 

PIP. A pronounced effect of the single K273A mutation on the PMF profile was clearly 

observable, in line with experimental observations. The shape of the PMF profiles and further 
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analysis also revealed a non-canonical lipid interaction site known amongst PH domains but 

not previously reported for GRP1-PH. This is notable in particular due to increasing 

understanding of the importance of ‘coincidence detection’, the requirement for multiple 

lipids or proteins to be present for the targeted recruitment of specific membrane binding 

proteins
1
. A recent study

36
 highlighted the key importance of lipid cooperativity in membrane 

recruitment of PH domains.  

The GRP1-PH/PIP system investigated here provides a paradigm for how umbrella sampling 

coupled with coarse-grained simulations can be used to investigate peripheral membrane 

protein-lipid interactions. We have shown that this type of methodology is sensitive enough 

to capture differences in the binding of proteins to different lipid species and the effects of 

mutations seen experimentally, and therefore it could be used to predict these preferences 

where no experimental data is available. Having established an automated pipeline for setup 

and parameters to achieve adequate sampling and convergence for the GRP1-PH system, 

expansion of this methodology to other classes of peripheral proteins and membrane 

compositions is feasible, and shows promise as a fast and automated way in which to quantify 

protein-lipid interactions. 
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Supporting Information: Simulation and calculation details; evolution of binding 

simulations; evolution of PMF profiles; effects of removing transverse restraints; transverse 

distance dependence on restrain constant; comparison of C and A sites in PH domains; 

GRP1-PH/PIP contacts; effect of using polarizable water; effect of reducing charge on PIP3; 

additional PMF profiles for GRP1-PH bound to PI(3,4)P2, POPC, POPS and GRP1-4A-PH 

bound to PIP3.  
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Figure 1: Initial structure of the GRP1-PH domain bound to a PIP3 in a lipid bilayer 

membrane. GRP1-PH is shown in blue in a cartoon representation; PIP3 is shown in red. The 

lipid bilayer is represented by the headgroup phosphate particles of the POPC and POPS 

molecules, shown in light and dark brown respectively. The grey arrow indicates direction of 

pulling used generate the reaction pathway for the subsequent umbrella sampling windows. 

Figure 2: PMF profiles for wild-type GRP1-PH bound to PIP3 or PIP2 (main Figure) and 

GRP1-PH-K273A mutant bound to PIP3 (inset). Protein-lipid separation is measured from the 

protein centre-of-mass to the lipid phosphate along the membrane normal. Error estimates 

were obtained from bootstrap analysis. 

Figure 3: A. Three-dimensional histogram of the orientation of the GRP1-PH domain 

relative to the membrane throughout the first 18 umbrella sampling windows (which covers 

the distance until the PMF profile levels off), for the GRP1-PH/PIP3 system. RZZ is the 

component of the rotation matrix relative to the initial configuration (which corresponds to 

RZZ = 1); the 'restrained distance' indicates the protein centre-of-mass to lipid backbone 

phosphate separation at which each window was restrained. B. Representative structures of 

GRP1-PH bound to PIP3 in the ‘canonical’ (C) and ‘atypical’ (A) modes. GRP1-PH is shown 

in cartoon representation in blue; the surface is coloured by average number of lipid contacts 

in the windows where each mode is dominant. PIP3 is shown in red and phosphate groups of 

POPC/POPS in grey. 
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